
Foxstream completes its surveillance solution range 
with FoxIntruder, the Intrusion Detection solution 
embedded directly inside the camera. You simply 
need to type in the camera’s IP address in your 
browser to access the dedicated UI. The dedicated 
interface allows real-time visualization, alarm and 
video playback, and quick and simple configuration. 

This leads to a reliable & precise exterior intrusion 
detection solution, with minimal false alarm rate and  
minimum space required.

FoxIntruder 
Edge-Based Intrusion Detection  

Our Intrusion Detection software is now available as an Edge solution, embedded in 
HIKVISION and AXIS professional thermal cameras. FoxIntruder’s analysis is just as 
powerful as FoxVigi and FoxBox; only its configuration possibilities are simpler. It is the 
perfect match to complement FoxVigi on large sites that can have an annex or remote 
building.

in Thermal Cameras



  FoxIntruder: reliable detection, simple and successful integration

• Sensitive and simple 
configuration thanks to 
the 3 main parameters: 
sensitivity, perspective 
and detection zone, with 
the possibility to define up 
to 4 zones (no limitation to 
simple shapes)

• An API for integration with other systems

• Proven Solution:  FoxIntruder is a tried and tested 
solution, it benefits from many years of field feedback 
from FoxVigi, in order to provide extremely reliable 

and efficient detection, 
contained in several ranges 
of professional cameras. 

• Dedicated UI.

  Key Features:

• Effective Intrusion Detection (with minimal false 
alarm rate)

• Entirely embedded solution, that is uploaded via the 
camera’s interface

• Sends alarms and video playbacks with OSD 

• Integration with HIKVISION DS-2TD2137/VP and 
AXIS Q1941 thermal cameras.

• Complete solution that integrates with most leading 
VMS (by the use of a complementary module)

  Embedded Solution.

  Quick and simple installation &  
configuration.

  Minimal false alarm rate.

  Immediate doubt removal.

  Plug’nPlay Solution accessed via web 
browser.

 Intuitive configuration UI.

  Integration with most leading VMS.

  Perfect for annexes and remote sites.

In a nutshell
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  FoxIntruder: complementary solution for annexes and remote sites 

FoxIntruder is an ideal complement to our other solu-
tions on server or in box, for remote sites or annexes. 
The advanced analysis is the same as that used for Fox-
Vigi and the FoxBox: just as powerful, only the functio-
nalities and the fineness of the configuration differ.

FoxIntruder is well adapted to non-complex projects, 
for which it is still important to have reliable detection 
with an extremely low false alarm rate.

As a reminder, thermal technology is very relevant for 
outdoor detection thanks to advanced video analysis: it 
allows a very low false alarm rate, and a high detection 
range.

Doubt removal is ef-
fective in all weathers, 
day and night. 


